
Rubric: RUBRIC FOR WRITING LEAFLET

Writing leaflet 

 
Unacceptable

1 pts
Poor
2 pts

Fair
3 pts

Good
4 pts

Leaflet
atractiveness
&organization 
30 % How the

leaflet was
organized.

Unacceptable

Leaflet looks poor.
Writing is sloppy
and pictures are

scribbled on.
Overall the leaflet

does not look
presentable. 

Poor

The leaflet’s
formatting &

organization are
confusing to the

reader. Much
information is

missing or is not in
the correct area. 

Fair

Leaflet looks fair.
It Has things

written or typed.
Pictures are

present, but not
the student's best
work. Overall the
brochure is okay 

Good

The lleaflet has
exceptionally

attractive
formatting & well-

organized
information. It has
a front, inside, and

back. All of the
required

information is
included in each

section 

Grammar 
20 % Sentence

Structure: Subject -
Verb Agreement

Unacceptable

6 or more
grammatical
errors. (The

sentence does not
have a subject and
or verb, not a right

structure) 

Poor

4-5 grammatical
errors. 

Fair

2-3 grammatical
errors. (The

sentence has a
subject /verb, but
it is used or placed

incorrectly,
incorrect structure)

Good

0 grammatical
errors. (The

sentence has a
subject and a verb.

Right
structure.They are
used and placed

correctly) 

Content 
30 % Do the

sentences in the
holiday advert

leaflet express a
complete thought?

Unacceptable

Information
included is not
related to the

meeting call or no
attempt was made.

Poor

In your leaflet
there is a lot of the

required
information

missing. There is
little to no

accuracy or details
included. 

Fair

Your leaflet has
some of the

required
information is
included and

complete. The
information has

little accuracy and
details 

Good

Your leaflet has all
the required

information is
included and

complete. The
information is

extremely accurate
and has many

descriptive details. 

Spelling
/Vocabulary 

20 % How many
words are spelled

correctly?

Unacceptable

The leaflet contains
more than 7

mispelled words. 

Poor

The leaflet contains
5-6 mispelled

words. 

Fair

The leaflet contains
3-4 mispelled

words. 

Good

All words are
spelled correctly. 
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